THEME – BIOMECHATRONICS TECHNOLOGY ENABLING DYNAMIC WALKING FOR PEOPLE WITH PARAPLEGIA

THE NEXT STEP OF
PROJECT MARCH
Project MARCH, a non-profit student team from Delft University of Technology (NL), is
driven by the vision that using exoskeleton technology can improve the quality of life
for people with paraplegia. An exoskeleton is a motorised robotic harness that enables
them to stand up and walk again. Each year, Project MARCH develops a new version,
to both stimulate technological innovation in exoskeletons and challenge students
to think of new solutions. The sixth team’s goal was to develop an entirely new
exoskeleton with which the team’s pilot could walk a route through the city of Delft
in a dynamic way. This was achieved last month.

Introduction
Each year, a new Project MARCH team is composed from
Delft University of Technology (TU Delft) students of
various backgrounds and years of study. The team then takes
from September until the end of the following summer to
develop a new exoskeleton. Every time, their design choices
and project development are thoroughly documented, with
a lot of attention paid to the handover of the project from
one team to the next. Recently, Project MARCH settled in
its new location in RoboValley, “a future-of-work fieldlab
where robot developments and the study of social processes
can occur simultaneously”, on the TU Delft campus.
Project MARCH VI’s goal was to develop an entirely new
exoskeleton, with which the team’s pilot could walk a route
through the city of Delft in a dynamic way. ‘Dynamic’ here
means that the movement of the exoskeleton is controlled
using live information about the environment, instead of
pre-programmed movements. On this route, the pilot,
who is a person with paraplegia, will come across various
obstacles such as bridges, pavers and ramps.

The design of MARCH VI (Figure 1) was presented March
2021; see the video [V1]. The biggest challenges for this
sixth version were to provide the exoskeleton with dynamic
walking control, improve its user-friendliness and make it
suitable for outdoor use. Some of the main design choices
are highlighted below.

Mechanics
Frame
The frame of the exoskeleton (Figure 2), similar to the bone
structure of the human body, consists of a backplate, hip
structure, upper leg bone, lower leg bone, lever arm and
footplate. Together these parts are the force-bearing
structure of the exoskeleton. Safety plays a major role here,
because the frame has to be strong enough to carry the
weight of the pilot.
The main design theme for the frame was user-friendliness,
which was achieved by reducing its weight. To this end, 3D
topology optimisation was applied to the design of the back
plate (Figure 3) in order to reduce its size and weight while
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EDITORIAL NOTE

This article was based on
information provided by
Project MARCH, in particular
a series of blogs about
the technical design.
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www.projectmarch.nl

Artist's impression of the MARCH VI exoskeleton. The ‘white’ version
on the right visualises the project’s future-based control method.

Footplate

The frame of the exoskeleton.
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3a

Topology optimisation of the backplate design in 3D.
(a) Starting point.
(b) Final result.

maintaining its main function, i.e. to safely absorb all forces
that the pilot and various attached parts/modules exert on it.
Another user-friendly design upgrade was the added hinge
that allows an exoskeleton leg to be rotated out in order to
facilitate the pilot’s transfer from wheelchair to exoskeleton
(and vice versa). Naturally, after the transfer, the leg has to
be turned back in and the hinge secured. A design study to
find a safe solution resulted in two concepts: the lever latch
and the quick-release. In both concepts, the frame is made
up of two parts in which the edges are shaped to fit neatly
together, like two parts of a whole, with large overlapping
surfaces.
In the quick-release concept, the hinge is fixated with a pin
that runs through both frame parts. A clamping mechanism
can be added to this pin to not only block the rotation, but also
to clamp the frame pieces together to prevent wiggling. In the
other concept, a lever latch on top of the frame is used to pull
these surfaces together and fixate the hinge. Upon evaluation,
the quick-release system (Figure 4) proved to be safer, more
user-friendly and easier to implement than a lever latch.

3b

Joints
The exoskeleton comprises eight active joints (Figure 5):
two in each hip (abduction & adduction, and flexion &
extension, HFE), one in each knee (flexion & extension,
KFE), and one in each ankle (dorsi- & plantarflexion).
The rotational knee and hip joints (HFE and KFE) were
redesigned to make them stronger (250 Nm of torque,
i.e. a 67% increase) and thinner than in previous years.
A rotational joint consists of a bearing housing, two pulleys
combined with a tensioner, a motor and output, and a flexspline housing (Figure 6). The motor was used originally in
a powerful drone (3,500 rpm, 3.6 Nm torque). The output,
connected to either the lower leg or the hip, houses a harmonic
drive with a gear ratio of 1:100; it is only 11 cm in diameter.
The pulleys, used for transferring the motion from the motor
to the harmonic drive, were new in the joint design, for two
reasons. Firstly, the motor and the harmonic drive could now

Hip abduction
& adduction

Another user-friendly improvement was changing the
material for the force-bearing layer in the sole of the foot
from titanium (strong but stiff) to carbon combined
with kevlar (strong yet flexible).

Hip flexion
& extension
Knee flexion
& extension

Ankle dorsi& plantarflexion
4
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Final quick-release hinge design.
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Four different joints (two pieces each) in the exoskeleton.

Bearing housing

Pulleys & tensioner

Motor & output

FlexSpline housing

6

Exploded view of a rotational joint.

be placed next to each other rather than on top of one another.
Therefore, the joint could be made thinner. Secondly, the
pulleys provided an extra transmission (of 10:12), which
made the joint even stronger, yielding a gear ratio of 1:120.
Fixtures
The pilot is connected to the exoskeleton by fixtures
(Figure 7). Their design was aimed at providing a balance
between comfort and support for the pilot. There are seven
connection points. One hip fixture encloses the back of the
pilot’s hip and part of his torso; in the front, there is a corset
that can be closed using snowboard buckles. Then there are
two upper leg fixtures, two lower leg fixtures and two shoes,
with footplates that are connected to the exoskeleton.
Design requirements for the fixtures included safety, userfriendliness, appearance and performance (such as range
of motion). Based upon a medical analysis of a paraplegic

person (sensitivity to pressure marks, for example), positioning preferences for the fixtures were determined. Various
concepts were evaluated and, for the final concept, a 3D
scan of the pilot was made to ensure that the fixtures were
shaped exactly to his body. Using a scan-based plaster model,
the fixtures were made by vacuum forming heated plastic.

Electronics
Power
The electronics power various parts of the skeleton (Figure 8)
through a power distribution board, which supplies the
different voltage levels required. These parts include the
motor controllers, the central computer in the backpack,
and the sensors (position, temperature, pressure). The power
distribution board was redesigned to be more compact, in
order to compensate for the bigger battery pack, among
other reasons. In fact, battery capacity was estimated to have
doubled, to enable walking for a period in the order of one
hour. For the first time, the complete battery pack was placed
in a tray, to facilitate battery transfer and reduce the wiring
between the pack and the skeleton.
Motor controller
A new motor controller was needed for reliability reasons.
A thorough analysis resulted in an overview of the
requirements (ranging from ‘must have’ to ‘could have’):
reliability, battery voltage compatibility, right type
of encoder connections, computer communication
(EtherCAT) compatibility, reduced size, and open source.
Finally, the ODrive motor controller from the ODrive
community (www.odriverobotics.com) was selected.
Computer
Also, a new single-board computer was needed, because
to realise the goal of dynamic walking more real-time data
Battery
Motor
controller

Power
distribution
board

Hip fixture
Upper leg fixture
Lower leg fixture
Pressure soles
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Overview of the various fixtures that connect the pilot to the
exoskeleton; the footplates shown here are also fixtures.

Overview of the electronics of the exoskeleton.
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Control
The main goal of control is to ensure that the exoskeleton
follows a prescribed gait, i.e. the walking pattern. A motor
controller uses two different encoders to determine the
position and the rotational speed of the electric motor:
an incremental encoder, directly attached to the motor,
for determining the speed of the motor accurately; and an
absolute encoder for the angle or position of the joint. With
the information from these two encoders, using some kind
of algorithm or model, the motor controller can be set to
a current that is needed to reach the position or angular set
point for the joint.

9

Software architecture of Project MARCH.

had to be processed, which called for larger processing
power. An evaluation of key factors such as connectivity,
performance, storage and memory, as well as size, resulted
in a computer from motherboard specialist ASRock
(www.asrock.com) being selected.

Software
Open source
The software architecture of Project MARCH (Figure 9)
was based on the open-source ROS framework (Robot
Operating System). For the R&D-oriented ROS 1, support
was to end within a few years. Therefore, it was decided to
upgrade to ROS 2, which is industrial grade and applicable
in research, prototyping, deployment and production.
As of this year, the Project MARCH software itself is also
open source. An open-source licence was officially awarded,
which allows the team to share their knowledge about
powered exoskeleton technology.
Testing
Testing is crucial for software development. This starts
in simulation and then the first physical test step, called
airgaiting, naturally includes hardware testing. During
airgaiting, the exoskeleton is in a stand and can literally walk
in the air. Airgaiting is relatively easy to set up and not much
can go wrong. If the airgaiting test is successful, the next step
is groundgaiting, during which the exoskeleton walks by
itself, with guidance but without a pilot inside. The final test
step is when the pilot walks in the exoskeleton.
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Human-machine interaction
When the pilot is walking, still using crutches in this phase
of Project MARCH evolution due to the challenge of
balancing, he interacts with the exoskeleton. This humanmachine interaction should feel comfortable for the pilot,
especially as he has no direct influence on the movements
the exoskeleton makes. It needs to feel like an extension
of the pilot instead of like a robot. Currently, the pilot uses
an input device on one of the handles of the crutches
(Figure 11). With this input device, the pilot is able to select
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Model-predictive control (MPC) for the gait of the skeleton.
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This year, model-predictive control (MPC) was introduced,
to counter disturbances and model inaccuracies (Figure 10).
MPC consists of two components. The first is a model of
the system that describes how a joint moves when a certain
current is put on the motor. The second one is an
optimisation part that uses the model, gait and sensor data to
calculate the optimal current that, if sent to the motor, should
bring the joint as close to the gait as possible within a certain
small time window. For future improvement, there are a lot of
ways to enhance the model, such as adding friction dynamics
or modelling the influence of the joints on each other,
or even the influence that the pilot has on the joints.
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Input device.
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Perform
task
Ankle flexion | Ankle extension
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Advanced model for human-machine (pilot-exoskeleton) interaction.

the right pre-programmed gait for the right situation
(e.g. walking up stairs) and is notified by means of a
vibration signal when the exoskeleton starts moving.
Looking at the basics of human processing (input, processing,
output, task performance), the interaction between the pilot
and the exoskeleton adds an extra cycle that needs to be
followed. The human output, in this case pressing the button
on the input device, provides the input to the exoskeleton,
which after processing generates an output, to actuate the
required task performance. This means that there is always
an extra loop present in this system, and if it is formatted in
an advanced model (Figure 12), it can be classified as extra
noise, which should be minimised.
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Knee flexion | Knee extension

Shank internal rotation |
Shank external rotation

Ankle pronation | Ankle supination

The DoFs of human walking. The DoFs with shaded caption are not included
in exoskeleton movement. Note: shank = shinbone.

angles of the joints at a specific time. This year, the walking
patterns were adjusted to a new pilot. Also, multiple
movements have been added, such as ankle movement and
hip abduction and adduction. These additional movements
ensure that the walking patterns are more stable and
thus the pilot has to lean on his crutches less. The ankle
movements, for example, provide for the so-called toe-off
that gives the legs a little extra push during walking.

This noise is found in most actions we take, but fortunately
our brains are able to almost completely ignore this if the
noise is small enough. For example, if you want to move
your mouse cursor on a computer screen, you think actively
about moving your arm across the table to navigate the
cursor in a specific direction. That is because moving your
arm to the left still results in the cursor moving to the left
side. An ideal input device would allow for seamless
navigation between types of movement without active
thought. That is why Project MARCH is working on
concepts that can bridge the gap between human and
machine by exploring the application of EEG (electroencephalogram) signals and smart glasses.

Passive exoskeleton research
To optimise this year’s gaits, research was conducted
into the effect that movement limitations have on the
exoskeleton’s walking patterns. Until now, the gaits were
based on the walking patterns of people who have no
limitations when it comes to walking. However, a person
who does not have any disabilities in this respect has seven
degrees of freedom (DoFs) for movement, whereas the
exoskeleton only has four DoFs (Figure 13). It is likely
that the number of DoFs affects the way of walking.
Together with OIM Orthopedie, a passive exoskeleton was
designed that has the exact same limitations in walking
as the real exoskeleton. A test person walked in a special
lab to record the movements and thus the effects of the
exoskeleton’s limitations on human gaits, thereby providing
a better basis for defining the exoskeleton gaits.

Human movement

Dynamic movement

To use his exoskeleton, the pilot has to select a walking
pattern, the gait, and start moving (walking, sitting down,
standing up, climbing or descending slopes/stairs)
comfortably and smoothly. Gait design is based on the

Dynamic gait
Once a functioning exoskeleton, a working input device and
smooth walking patterns were available, it was time to start
walking. A new project was begun to allow the exoskeleton

14

A schematic of dynamic gait control.
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The depth camera in the exoskeleton.

to walk dynamically on a route where the pilot would
encounter multiple random obstacles with unknown
dimensions. This means that these obstacles could not
be fully pre-programmed in the gait generator and the
exoskeleton would need to react to its environment by using
sensors, processing their data and actuating the exoskeleton
according to the resulting dynamic gaits (Figure 14).
Foot location finder
For example, the height of a curb or a stair, or the angle of a
slope or uneven terrain, would have to be registered. It was
decided to implement a depth (3D) camera (Figure 15) in
the hip base of the exoskeleton. When the pilot selects a
gait, the depth camera will create a depth image, a so-called
point cloud, of the environment. From this point cloud, the
location where the exoskeleton can place its foot optimally
should be determined.
This requires pre-processing of the point cloud, including
transforming it from the viewpoint of the camera to that
of a fixed-world frame. Then, a region-growing algorithm
is used to find regions such as the steps of a staircase, which
would be relatively easy because of their well-defined character,
or a region such as a ramp, which could be challenging when it
increases and decreases in slope continuously (Figure 16a).
Next, hulls (envelopes) are created from the regions. Each
hull needs to describe a two-dimensional area, so that a foot
location finder can check easily if a possible foot location
has the support of some hull (Figure 16b). In case of a gait

16a

for stairs, for example,
potential locations
are tested to check
whether they are
reachable in height
by the exoskeleton
and provide support
for the entire foot.
Pressure soles
Other sensors the
team continued to
work on were the
pressure soles. This
year, the soles were
used during the
walking gait. In order
to walk over flat or
uneven surfaces, the
exoskeleton should
17
know that the swing
of one leg has landed
Impression of the final walk of the Project MARCH VI team’s pilot.
properly on the
ground before the
other leg can go to the swing phase.
In the future, the soles can also be used to provide the pilot
with feedback, such as haptic feedback in the crutches, that
he does not receive in his own legs, for example when to
shift his weight when the swing leg has touched the ground.

Final walk
Following this extensive and thorough design process,
leading to multiple improvements, it was time to hit the road.
MARCH VI was assembled and last month the team’s pilot
performed a dynamic walk through the city of Delft
successfully. In the meantime, MARCH VII has already
started, to take yet another step towards the goal of helping
people with paraplegia to walk again.
VIDEO

[V1] www.projectmarch.nl/nl/march-vi-exoskeleton
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Point-cloud processing.
(a) Using a region-growing algorithm, regions have been found such as the steps of a staircase and a ramp below.
(b) These regions have been translated into (concave) hulls.
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